We read with great interest the study by Kang et al 1 that explored the relationship between intravascular ultrasound parameters and fractional flow reserve (FFR) in the assessment of intermediate coronary stenoses. 1 We congratulate the authors, who concluded that lesions with a mean luminal area of Ͻ2.4 mm 2 had a high sensitivity and negative predictive value to predict FFR Ͻ0.8, but this was with a poor specificity and positive predictive value. These findings are not unexpected, given that lesion severity is only one of the features that determine the hemodynamic significance of a lesion. The Hagen-Poiseuille equation states that flow in a tube is determined by (⌬Pr4)/(8), where and r are length and radius of the tube, respectively, and the viscosity and ⌬P the pressure gradient across the tube. Thus there are other factors that may affect coronary blood flow other than intravascular derived severity of a lesion.
